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Abstract
Augmented Reality (AR) involves the combination of synthetic and real stimuli, not being 
restricted to visual cues. For the inclusion of computer-generated sound in AR environ-
ments, it is often assumed that the distance attenuation model is the most intuitive and 
useful system for all users, regardless of the characteristics of the environment. This model 
reduces the gain of the sound sources as a function of the distance between the source 
and the listener. In this paper, we propose a different attenuation model not only based on 
distance, but also considering the listener orientation, so the user could listen more clearly 
the objects that they are looking at, instead of other near objects that could be out of their 
field of view and interest. We call this a directional attenuation model. To test the model, 
we developed an AR application that involves visual and sound stimuli to compare the 
traditional model versus the new one, by considering two different tasks in two AR sce-
narios in which sound plays an important role. A total of 38 persons participated in the 
experiments. The results show that the proposed model provides better workload for the 
two tasks, requiring less time and effort, allowing users to explore the AR environment 
more easily and intuitively. This demonstrates that this alternative model has the potential 
to be more efficient for certain applications.

Keywords Augmented reality · Spatial sound · Directional attenuation · Evaluation

1 Introduction

Augmented Reality (AR) can be seen as a transversal technology since it is applicable in 
multiple scenarios and in multiple areas of knowledge, including education/learning [13, 
38, 44], entertainment [24, 34, 41], cultural heritage [19, 28, 40], surgery [53],Edwards 
et al. 2021; [3], engineering [14, 36, 39], etc. The term AR was first coined by Caudell and 
Mizell [9] to describe a display used by aircraft electrical technicians that mixed virtual 
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graphics with physical reality. At that time, the definition of AR was linked to a specific 
type of displays (Head-Mounted Displays, HMD), and was focused only on visual informa-
tion. It was a little later when AR applications were developed for other types of displays, 
so the definition of AR was extended and separated from display technology [42]. Cur-
rently, the definition set out in the work of Azuma [1] is followed, which defines AR as sys-
tems that have the following three characteristics: 1 It combines real and virtual objects,2 It 
is interactive in real time; 3 It is registered in 3D. These properties can be applied to differ-
ent stimuli, not only visual cues.

Although the current definition of AR is not restricted to visual stimuli, in the last dec-
ades the research in this technology has been focused mainly on pattern recognition and 
on tracking techniques as well as on overlaying 2D and 3D models onto real environments 
[47]. This may be due to the technical difficulties of proper visual integration of the virtual 
and real worlds in real time, which implies, for example, an accurate registration of the 
position and orientation of the virtual objects with respect to the camera and a solution for 
occlusions. For that reason, research on other perceptual cues in AR has been limited. Still, 
the consideration of other stimuli, such as sound, might bring important benefits.

Indeed, researchers have reported that the integration of sound in AR environments sig-
nificantly improves the accuracy of depth judgment and improves task performance, also 
suggesting that it contributes significantly to the feeling of human presence and collabora-
tion [58, 59]. Thus, it can lead to strong AR illusions, contributing to the sense of immer-
sion [20]. The consideration of sound stimuli can also shorten the task completion time 
and improve the efficiency [6, 30, 47, 58], while it can be a significant factor in searching, 
identifying and navigating for hidden objects within AR scenes [47, 50, 59]. It has also 
been reported that, on the contrary, when sound component is absent from a system, then 
participants can easily become isolated from the environment [33], and that the visual dis-
play bears some weaknesses that the audio modality can overcome, such as limited screen 
space, overload of information, vulnerability to sunlight, and the necessity for constant 
attention [45]. Another study states that it is relevant to ‘see’ the sound source in order to 
give the participants the psychological impression that the sound source exists [57].

Despite the many benefits of integrating sound in AR environments, most AR applica-
tions do not incorporate a sound component and/or the sound design is given a marginal 
role, and thus more research is needed in this field [4, 10, 33, 46, 47]. When sound is 
implemented, it is generally assumed that the distance attenuation model is the most intui-
tive and useful system for all users, regardless of the characteristics of the environment. 
This model reduces the gain of the sound sources as a function of the distance between the 
source and the listener.

In this article, we challenge this assumption and propose a different attenuation model 
in which instead of applying gains to the sound sources based solely on the distance, we 
considered also an attenuation based on the listener orientation. In this listener-centered 
attenuation model, we assume that the listener’s and the viewer’s frame of reference will 
coincide, so we can use the position of the virtual camera as the listener’s position and 
the viewing direction as the listener’s orientation. Our model calculates sound attenuation 
based on a combination of the distance from the listener to the sound source and a focus 
angle, in such a way that only those sound sources that are close to the camera viewing 
direction will be perceived by the user. We call this a directional attenuation model. It 
is relevant to comment on the aura-based interactional teleconferencing model developed 
by [21], where audio interaction is sensitive to both the distance and the relative orienta-
tions of the objects involved. In this sense, our model is similar, albeit with a different 
spatial approach. Both systems are flexible in terms of parametrization, but Greenhalgh 
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and Benford’s model is intended on providing a natural environment for the spatial media-
tion of conversation, while ours is not focused on providing natural sound cues. Our system 
defines a sound model intended to enhance performance, aid navigation and interaction 
within the virtual environment.

This approach could be very important in handheld AR systems where the user’s view 
is very narrow and is restricted by the field of view (FOV) of the device’s camera. In these 
cases, the user is likely to be more interested in the objects that he/she is looking at than 
those that are near but invisible because they are outside the narrow FOV. Moreover, due to 
the narrow FOV, users must maintain a certain distance from the virtual object to visualize 
it in its entirety, and in this case, users would like to continue listening to the object even if 
they are a little farther away, so a sound model based only on distance seems not sufficient 
to achieve a satisfactory experience. It must be noted that our system creates an inherently 
unnatural perception of sound, intended to aid navigation and interaction within the virtual 
environment. For instance, it could help avoid possible errors in perception in case of mul-
tiple sound sources –e.g., in a museum, where the pieces are placed next to each other–, as 
users can focus on either one or the other. Thus, it can be understood in terms of ‘gaze’ and 
‘focus’ models, referring to where the user is looking at and what is the angle of audition, 
respectively.

In order to test the proposed model, we have developed an AR application that involves 
visual and sound stimuli with these two attenuation models. We investigate the differences 
in usability, workload and task performance between the two attenuation models. Our con-
tribution is two-fold. In the first place, we propose a new sound model for AR applications, 
which is also easy to implement and computationally cheap. To the best of our knowledge, 
our system is the first one to mimic real-time spot lighting to attenuate sound in an AR 
environment. Second, we experimentally compare the new model against the classical one, 
demonstrating that this alternative model has the potential to be more effective for certain 
applications.

With these two models in mind, we are interested in knowing if the new model is suit-
able for AR applications in which sound is an important factor and there could be multiple 
sound sources playing sound simultaneously. In such AR applications, we hypothesize that:

– Hypothesis 1 (H1). Users will need less time to identify a virtual sound when it is atten-
uated using the new directional model than with the classical distance-based attenua-
tion model.

– Hypothesis 2 (H2). Users will make more errors when trying to identify a virtual sound 
with the classical distance-based attenuation model than using the new directional 
model.

– Hypothesis 3 (H3). Users will be better able to focus their attention on items of interest 
using the new directional model than using the distance-based attenuation model.

– Hypothesis 4 (H4). Usability and workload will be improved with the new directional 
model.

The reminder of this article is organized as follows. The next section presents related 
work, focusing in previous works on AR applications that involve sound stimuli and com-
menting about the sound attenuation models. In Sect. 3, we describe the directional attenu-
ation model and how it can be integrated in an AR application. Section 4 describes a com-
parative experimental assessment between the new model and the classical one, whereas 
Sect.  5 discusses the results of such evaluation. Finally, Sect.  6 presents conclusions, 
describes the limitations and proposes further work.
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2  Related work

The auditory perception of people is omnidirectional since pressure waves propagate in all 
directions. In addition, people hear with more intensity sound sources as they get closer to 
them, while also being able to identify their direction. In many multimedia-based appli-
cations, sound models try to emulate the reality, where sound is output to the user using 
either headphones or loudspeakers, which can play sound according to different character-
istics. For instance, considering a pair of sound players, stereo panning reliably positions 
sound to the left or right of a listener, while variations in intensity can simulate changes 
in the distance between a source and a listener [54, 55]. On the other hand, binaural 3D 
audio algorithms that make use of specific filters, or HRTF’s (Head-Related Transfer Func-
tions) [5], allow more accurate localization of a sound source around the user. Some works 
also deal with room acoustics to simulate how audio waves propagate through space by 
bouncing from different surfaces [18, 31, 56]. For instance, [31] propose an approach to 
answer the question ‘can one hear the size of a room?’. Such approach only requires a 
single speaker and an arbitrarily placed microphone, opening new directions in the field 
of multimodal scene perception and visualization for AR. And [56] propose and evalu-
ate an integrated method for 3D binaural audio with synthetic reverberation. The approach 
brings interactive auralization using vector base amplitude panning and a scattering delay 
network. The rendering model also allows direct parameterization of room geometry and 
absorption characteristics. In this sense, it is worth mentioning audio spatializers. They use 
“physical” characteristics of a scene, such as the distance and angle between a listener and 
an audio source, to modify the properties of sound transmitted to the user. For instance, the 
Unity audio engine supports spatialization through plugins from, e.g., Google, Oculus or 
Microsoft (Unity [52].

Regarding spatial audio for AR applications, the academic literature refers to the con-
cept of Augmented Audio Reality (AAR) [12], which is to present an overlay of synthetic 
sound sources upon real world objects, also displayed in real time and registered in 3D. 
In this way, the 3D sound (or spatial sound) is the sound that seems to come from vari-
ous directions, creating the effect of a 3D space [58]. Examples of such applications are 
described in [4, 10, 11, 25, 55]. For instance, [11] presents the results of participants’ 
interactions with an experimental AAR installation in a museum, also following the aura-
based model described in [21]. In this work there is a focus on engagement and aware-
ness, whereas our work is not explicitly focused on awareness but on facilitating the under-
standing and usefulness of the sounds. There are also other works where the AR system is 
complemented with stereo sound or stereo effects, like in [17, 48, 51], while others do not 
describe with enough detail the sound model they are using, such as in [38]. In our work, 
we will test the proposed model with stereo audio, as horizontal navigation is the main use 
case of AR applications.

Additionally, some AR works that are based on the principle of attaching virtual sounds 
to locations for exploration and interaction are often composed of two concentric levels of 
audio feedback, one in wide proximity providing cues that guide users towards it and the 
other in a narrower activation zone allowing further interaction –although other configura-
tions are possible–. Examples of AR applications that involve sound interaction zones can 
be found in [26, 46, 54, 60]. For instance, in [26] an AR-based application is presented to 
explore the use of sound to enhance museum visits. The system allows visitors to express 
their interests by means of simple and intuitive gestures,to that end, they introduce the 
notion of the Audibility Zone (AZ which delimits the space in which a particular sound is 
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audible. Also, the work in [60] describes the LISTEN project, a personalized and interac-
tive location-based audio experience based on an adaptive system model. It does this by 
tracking aspects of the visitors’ behavior to assign them a behavioral model and adjust the 
delivery of audio content accordingly. LISTEN also introduces the concept of the attrac-
tor sound, which, based on the visitor’s personalized profile model, suggests other nearby 
artworks to the visitor that may be of interest to them via spatially located audio prompts.

On the other hand, in AR applications that involve vision-based tracking methods where 
sounds are applied onto augmented objects adhered to fiducial markers, it is quite com-
mon that the audio cues are triggered when the objects are located inside the camera FOV. 
Many examples can be found, as the works described in [27, 32, 38, 48]. For instance, in 
[48] an AR-based e-magazine consisting of all the planets in different pages is presented. 
The application works on a smartphone and performs a visual tracking,once the camera is 
focused on a marker for detection, the related augmented object of the specific planet to the 
marker is projected and the corresponding audio (stereo effects are played on headphones. 
In these cases, it has been reported that the requirement of always keeping a marker in the 
scene all the time limits the user’s movement as well as viewpoint and thus restricts the 
user to a relatively small space and a narrow angle of view [58]. However, this can also 
be perceived as positive if the user needs to focus on a specific sound stimulus, and thus 
it might aid not to hear other sound sources that can distract him/her. This is further sup-
ported by the fact that hearing attracts attention more easily than vision [43]. The problem 
with triggering is that sound changes abruptly from inaudible (listener outside the trigger-
ing zone) to audible state (listener inside the triggering zone). Differently, in our proposed 
model, the transition can be smooth and, in fact, it is not necessary that the sound source 
lies within the FOV.

Additionally, it is quite common that in AR indoor-based environments the space is 
relatively small. In such condition, [59] pointed out that the attenuation of sound with dis-
tance in this small area can be too vague to be perceived, and thus they proposed to exag-
gerate the intensity difference of 3D sound according to distance (depth) changes of the 
virtual sound sources. Another option are directional sound sources that can be configured 
to focus the sound on a specific direction (through the configuration of a dispersion cone) 
[15]. With this kind of source, the sound could be projected to specific parts of the room, 
but the user would not hear the sound from other places even if he/she is looking directly to 
the source. In conclusion, these two attenuation models depend on the user position, but do 
not take into account his/her point of view. Differently, we propose to apply the attenuation 
based both on distance and the user orientation (referred as focus angle). This angle could 
be smaller, equal or larger than the camera FOV, making it very flexible. The mathematical 
formulation of the model will be explained in the next section.

Finally, it is worth referring to the sound reproduction technology. As commented 
above, sound is output to the user using either headphones or loudspeakers. However, as 
pointed by [29], there are some advantages associated with headphone-based spatial sound 
delivery including the fact that headphones provide a high level of channel separation, 
thereby minimizing any crosstalk that arises when the signal intended for the left (or right) 
ear is also heard by the right (or left) ear. In our case, we make use of headphones because 
we will the test the model with a mobile AR application, and headphones can be directly 
connected to the smartphone/tablet where the AR application is running, they are relatively 
cheap and, most important, the sound is played for a single person, not interfering with 
other prospective users,this allows that different users could simultaneously interact with 
the augmented environment if running the app in their own smartphones. Other recent 
works making use of headphones are reported in [10, 17, 47, 48, 54, 55]. For instance, 
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in [47] an experimental study is presented, where the spatial sound usefulness in search-
ing and navigating through AR environments is explored,the participants were equipped 
with Sennheiser HD 202 headphones. Also, in [17] it is explored how stereo sound affects 
assembly guidance in an AR environment. For the visual and sound cues, they make use of 
a HoloLens 2 device, which includes a pair of small speakers close to the ears.

3  Materials and methods

3.1  Model description

As aforementioned, when introducing sound in computer applications, it is quite common 
to attenuate sound based on the distance from the sound source to the user. The attenua-
tion function based on distance ( attd ) could be logarithmic, linear, could follow the inverse 
law or even the inverse square law of sound. Real-time audio software libraries such as 
OpenAL, CoreAudio, DirectSound or Unity 3D implement some of these models, usually 
adding roll-off factors and minimum and maximum distances to clamp the attenuation lev-
els at certain distances. Although sound sources could be directional, this model is omni-
directional; i.e. the listener receives the same amount of sound intensity regardless of his/
her orientation. Figure  1 depicts this omnidirectional model, hereafter referred to as the 
classical attenuation model.

Instead, we propose a listener-centered attenuation model in which the listener is 
not omnidirectional. To build our directional attenuation model, we first define a cutoff 
angle �c between 0 and 180º. This angle is measured from the camera viewing direction 

Fig. 1  Heat map of the sound model, where a hypothetic user is located at the center of the map, assuming 
that the sound is attenuated only by distance (calculated by the inverse law)
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and defines a cone outside which attenuation is absolute and the listener is not able to 
hear sounds. The equations for calculating angular attenuation ( atta ) according to our 
directional model are the following:

where exp is a factor that makes the attenuation narrower or broader, ��⃗vl is a unit vec-
tor representing the direction in which the listener is facing (the viewing direction), ��⃗ss 
represents the position of the sound source and �⃗sl represents the position of the listener. 
The final result is the value of atta , shown in in (4), which represents the angular attenu-
ation based on the orientation of the listener, where 1 means no attenuation and 0 means 
full attenuation. Figure 2 and 3 depict this calculation. This model is inspired by real-
time spot lighting (implemented in OpenGL, for instance) in which light attenuation 
follows a similar procedure.

It is worth noting that the two models can be applied independently (only distance 
attenuation or only angular attenuation) or simultaneously. In this latter case the final 
attenuation ( attf  ) will be:

(1)c = cos(�c)

(2)���⃗vls =
��⃗ss − �⃗sl
|
|��⃗ss − �⃗sl

|
|

(3)p = ��⃗vl ⋅ ���⃗vls

(4)

if (p < c)

attaa = 0

else

attaa = pexp

Fig. 2  Heat map of the sound model, where a hypothetic user is located at the center of the maps, assuming 
that the sound is: (a) attenuated only by angle, with an exponent of 10; (b) attenuating by distance and by 
angle, with an exponent of 10. The cutoff angle was set to 180º in both cases
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We choose this option to build the proposed listener-centered directional model since 
we want sounds to be attenuated when they are far away from the listener, and also when 
they are not within the listener’s focus of attention. Figure 2 b and Fig. 3 b depict this new 
listener-centered directional model.

3.2  System implementation

In order to verify the validity of the hypotheses raised in this research, we built a handheld 
mobile AR application in which we implemented the new sound model. The system was 
implemented using Unity 2020.3.18 together with the Vuforia 10.5.5 library. The applica-
tion was run on a Samsung Active Tab 3 Android-based tablet with a 13 Mp ARCore-com-
patible camera and a Razer Barracuda stereo headset. For the sake of simplicity, the AR 
application was built with Vuforia image targets. Therefore, an image target needs to be 
printed in order for the virtual objects to be properly placed with respect to the real world. 
A sheet music target image was created for that purpose. Figure 4 shows a picture of the 
AR application.

The AR application included two different sound-based tasks. Both tasks were designed 
to have multiple simultaneous sound sources, on which the user must extract information 
and make decisions. In Task 1, the user is told to look at a set of virtual movie posters and 
focus the attention on the poster that he/she believes is reproducing a horror genre movie. 
The posters were placed vertically on a virtual wall and did not provide visual information 
about the movie. The information was provided by the music of the movie. In this task, the 
cutoff angle was setup to 90º and the exponent to 20.

In Task 2, a well-known song (Bohemian Rhapsody by English band Queen) was played. 
The song is played on three separate tracks (vocals, piano and violins). Each track is played 
by a separate virtual loudspeaker and the user must navigate around the augmented scene 
in order to recognize which of these 3 fixed virtual objects is playing the violins track. The 

(5)attf = attd ⋅ atta

Fig. 3  Heat map of the sound model, where a hypothetic user is located at the center of the maps, assuming 
that the sound is: (a) attenuated only by angle, with an exponent of 20; (b) attenuated by distance and by 
angle, with an exponent of 20. The cutoff angle was set to 180º in both cases
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loudspeakers were arranged horizontally in an equilateral triangle shape. In this task, the 
cutoff angle was also setup to 90º but the exponent was set to 10. Therefore, the effective 
audible cone in Task 1 is much narrower than in Task 2 because of the exponent.

In both tasks, users provided feedback (answers to complete the task) by pressing a but-
ton on the mobile application to communicate that the sound was identified (see Fig. 4). 
Therefore, we could easily record the amount of time needed to complete the tasks and the 
number of errors before a successful completion.

In order to implement the new model and be able to compare it with the classical 
one, we created a component with a C# script that we called AudioListenerAttenuator. 
The script allows to switch from the distance-based attenuation model –implemented by 
default in Unity– to the new directional attenuation model. This component is applied to 
the GameObject of the AR camera, since we assume that the listener and the viewer will be 
the same. The script allows also to parametrize the cone used in the proposed attenuation 
model.

Two Unity scenes were created, one for each task. The first scene is built based on a 
Vuforia image target with a 3D object in each of its corners that simulates a movie poster. 
In this scene, each of the four posters has an associated AudioSource with the sound of a 
movie soundtrack. The volume of each AudioSource is modified by the AudioListenerAt-
tenuator previously described, so that the amount of sound received by the listener could 
change depending on the distance and the orientation of the listener, provided that the new 
sound model is chosen. This scene is intended to place the image target on a wall so that 
the user can explore the movie posters. Figure 5 shows the Unity scenario for Task 1.

The second Unity scene consists of a Vuforia image target containing three 3D 
objects (speakers) that also emit sound (AudioSource). The volume of each AudioSource 

Fig. 4  The AR application
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is also modified by the AudioListenerAttenuator. The image target will be placed in the 
real environment on a table for the user to explore the scene. Figure 6 shows the Unity 
scenario for Task 2.

Unity’s distance-based attenuation model is parameterized based on a minimum dis-
tance ( dmin ) and a maximum distance ( dmax ) that are assigned in the AudioSource com-
ponent. The former indicates up to what distance the sound source has a gain of 1. The 
latter indicates from what distance the sound source is no longer audible, and the gain is 
0. In our AR application, the default Unity model was used for all sources, dmin was set 
to 0.1 m and dmax was set to 2.0 m.

The AudioListenerAttenuator script allows the cone-based directional model to be 
enabled or disabled, simultaneously allowing the default distance-based gain calculation 
to continue working. If the directional attenuation model is chosen, the script calculates 
an angular attenuation value ( atta ) based on Eqs. (1), (2), (3) and (4). This attenuation 
is applied to the AudioSource volume to simulate the new Listener behavior since, in 
Unity, the distance attenuation calculation is always active. The final effect is that the 
total attenuation follows Eq. (5). If, on the other hand, the classical attenuation model is 
chosen, the volume of the AudioSource is not modified and only the default Unity model 
is applied.

The parameters of the AudioListenerAttenuator component that defines the angular 
attenuation are the cone angle (cutoff angle) ( �c ) and the cone exponent ( exp ). A third 
parameter, the cone direction, can be set, but the most common option is to copy it from 
the viewing direction of the camera. Thus, it corresponds to ��⃗vl in the model’s equations. 

Fig. 5  Unity scenario and object hierarchy for Task 1 with the image target and the virtual posters on it
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This component stores an array with all the AudioSources of the scene to be able to 
modify the volume of each one.

It is of utmost importance to highlight that although our AR application uses a Vufo-
ria’s image target, the sounds are not linked to the marker and or not triggered when the 
marker is visible. The image target is only used for the 3D registration of the real world 
with respect to the device camera. In fact, our implementation is ready to be switched to 
markerless AR systems. Therefore, it could work with no effort in optical see-through AR 
devices or in SLAM-based mobile AR paradigms.

4  Experimental study

In order to verify the validity of the hypotheses raised in this research, it is necessary to 
assess the models within the AR application, and measure user performance, usability, 
workload and subjective preference for either of the models.

4.1  Participants

To that end, 38 people over 18 years of age were recruited for the experimental compara-
tive assessment. They were recruited by social media and were not rewarded in any way 
for their participation. In Table 1 we can see the statistical distribution of the participants 
including age, gender and previous experience with AR. As can be seen, there is a majority 

Fig. 6  Unity scenario and object hierarchy for Task 2 with the image target and the virtual loudspeakers
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of young people but most users consider themselves unfamiliar or just slightly familiar with 
AR technology. None of the participants were professionally engaged in AR-related jobs.

4.2  Data collection

In order to perform the comparative assessment, we tested the two previously defined 
tasks. We recorded the actions of the users and measured the amount of time and the num-
ber of errors done while completing the tasks. Each user had to perform both tasks with 
both sound models. They were also prompted to fill a usability questionnaire (SUS) [7] and 
a workload questionnaire (NASA-TLX) [22] for each task completed with each of the two 
models. They also filled a final comparative questionnaire with five two-choice questions 
and two open-ended questions in order to provide their subjective opinions on which model 
they found more appropriate according to different dimensions: preference, recommenda-
tion, usefulness, ease and attention. Table 2 shows the final comparative questionnaire. The 
ten questions of the SUS and the six questions of the NASA-TLX questionnaire can be 
found in the corresponding references.

It should also be noted that each of the tasks to be analyzed was tested with the two 
sound models, although not at the same time. That is, the tasks were repeated twice: once 
with the classical attenuation model and once with the directional attenuation model. The 
test order was randomized: 19 participants tested the classical model first, and 19 partici-
pants tested the proposed model first. Also, the order of the sound models was counterbal-
anced, since participants testing Task 1 with the classical model first, tested the classical 
model in second place for Task 2 and vice versa, although the users were not aware about 

Table 1  Statistical distribution of the participants of the experiment

Age  < 20 20–29 30–39 40–49  > 50
2 (5.26%) 29 (76.31%) 3 (7.89%) 2 (5.26%) 2 (5.26%)

Gender Female Male
24 (63.16%) 14 (36.84%)

Previous 
Experi-
ence

Not at all famil-
iar

Slightly familiar Occasionally 
familiar

Moderately 
familiar

Extremely familiar

9 (23.68%) 16 (42.11%) 6 (15.79%) 3 (7.89%) 4 (10.53%)
Number of samples = 38

Table 2  Final two-choice comparative questionnaire

Question

Q1 Which model did you like the most, in general?
Q2 What model would you recommend in the use of AR applications?
Q3 Which model do you think is more useful in the development of AR applications?
Q4 In which model do you think you had the easiest time recognizing the sound you needed to find?
Q5 Which of the two models has allowed you to better focus your attention?
Q6 Explain/justify your answers
Q7 What differences did you experienced in recognizing the sound you were supposed to find?
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the order of the tests. Under no circumstances users knew which sound model was being 
used in their AR application. In addition, the arrangement of the virtual objects was ran-
domly changed in every test, making impossible for users to find patterns in the correct 
answers.

4.3  Procedure

The experimental protocol consisted of 5 steps:

1) Users were first briefed into the tasks that they were going to do. They were told that 
they had to complete each task twice with two different sound models, but they were 
not told about how the sound models work. They were also warned that each execution 
of the task would have a different solution because the order of the right answers would 
be randomized.

2) Then, they were provided with a free-practice application in which virtual sounds were 
played for 5 min and users had to identify them. None of these sounds were later used 
in the two tasks of the experiment.

3) Then, the real experiment begun. First, each user had to complete Task 1 with one of 
the two sounds models (with a randomized counterbalanced order). After completing 
the task, each user had to complete the SUS and the NASA-TLX questionnaires about 
Task 1 using that sound model. Then, the task was launched again using the other sound 
model and upon completion users had to complete again the SUS and NASA-TLX 
questionnaires. Figure 7 shows a user testing Task 1.

4) After they finished Task 1 with both sound models, the user was prompted to complete 
the final comparative questionnaire, in order to choose between the first AR experience 
and the second AR experience, without knowing the internal differences between the 
two.

5) A similar procedure was carried out for Task 2. Figure 8 shows a user testing Task 2.

As aforementioned, the AR application was also able to gather objective measures 
about the performance of the users. Two numeric datasets were produced for each exe-
cution of the AR application. The first one records the total time the user needed to 
complete the task. The second one records the number of errors. As a result, we have 
8 objective numeric datasets of length 38. Using letter A to refer to the classical sound 
model and letter B to refer to the new proposed model, we name the objective datasets 
as T1A (Task 1, time for the classical model), E1A (task 1, number of errors for the 

Fig. 7  A user testing Task 1
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classical model), T1B (Task 1, time for the directional model), E1B (Task 1, number 
of errors for the directional model), T2A, E2A, T2B and E2B. Similarly, there are 4 
SUS datasets (with 10 questions each) of length 38 (named SUS1A, SUS1B, SUS2A 
and SUS2B) and 4 NASA-TLX datasets (with 6 questions each) of length 38 (named 
TLX1A, TLX1B, TLX2A, TLX2B), plus 10 Boolean datasets (Q1, Q2, Q3, Q4, Q5 
– for each task) from the two-choice questions of the final questionnaire. Table 3 sum-
marizes the numeric datasets. Since all participants tested two different conditions and 
they did it in all possible orders, the experiment can be considered to follow a two-
treatment within-subjects design with complete counterbalancing.

These datasets were analyzed using IBM SPSS 28.0. First, we checked the normality 
hypothesis using the Kolmogórov-Smirnov test (Massey Jr 1951) and the Shapiro–Wilk 
test [49]. Then, we applied parametric and non-parametric paired tests in order to com-
pare the results obtained using model A versus the ones obtained using model B, for 
both tasks. We also applied a binomial test to the two-choice questions of the final ques-
tionnaire. All the analyses were two-tailed and were conducted at the 0.05 significance 
level, unless otherwise indicated.

Fig. 8  A user testing Task 2

Table 3  Numeric dataset 
summary

Dataset Description

T1A Task 1 – Completion time – Model A (classical)
E1A Task 1 – Number of errors – Model A (classical)
T1B Task 1 – Completion time – Model B (new)
E1B Task 1 – Number of errors – Model B (new)
T2A Task 2 – Completion time – Model A (classical)
E2A Task 2 – Number of errors – Model A (classical)
T2B Task 2 – Completion time – Model B (new)
E2B Task 2 – Number of errors – Model B (new)
SUS1A Task 1 – SUS score – Model A (classical)
SUS1B Task 1 – SUS score – Model B (new)
SUS2A Task 2 – SUS score – Model A (classical)
SUS2B Task 2 – SUS score – Model B (new)
TLX1A Task 1 – NASA-TLX score – Model A (classical)
TLX1B Task 1 – NASA-TLX score – Model B (new)
TLX2A Task 2 – NASA-TLX score – Model A (classical)
TLX2B Task 2 – NASA-TLX score – Model B (new)
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4.4  Results

In this section we describe the results of applying statistical analysis to both the objective 
and the subjective datasets collected as a result of the experiments.

First, we passed normality tests to the numeric datasets. Table 4 shows the results of 
applying both Shapiro–Wilk and Kolmogorov–Smirnov tests. The former is more suitable 
for this experiment since the number of samples is smaller than 50 [37]. Thus, this test 
will be used to classify the datasets as normal or non-normal. As can be seen, almost all 
datasets can be considered non-normal, with the exception of T1B and E1B. E1B is not 
analyzed because all values are zero. Therefore, it could be considered normal.

First, we analyze the objective datasets (times and errors). As most objective variables 
cannot be considered normally-distributed, we apply a paired Wilcoxon signed-rank test in 
order to compare the results from group A (classical sound model) to the results of group 
B (new proposed model). As two of these datasets could be considered normal, we also 
apply a parametric paired t-test, in order to complete the analysis. The results are shown in 
Table 5 and in Table 6. In both tests, it can be clearly seen that there are significant differ-
ences in favor of model B in all but one of the objective datasets. The results are consistent 
across the two tasks, regarding the time needed to complete the tasks. Figure 9 shows a box 
plot of the time variable for both tasks. With respect to the number of errors, the difference 
is only significant for Task 2. The results are very similar for both the parametric and the 
non-parametric tests.

In addition to the objective data previously analyzed, we also collected subjec-
tive data in the form of usability and workload tests. Table 7 shows the results of the 
usability tests for both tasks and both models. According to the mean SUS scores, 
the new model is perceived as more usable than the classical one. A paired Wilcoxon 

Table 4  Normality tests

Dataset Kolmogorov–Smirnov Shapiro–Wilk Decision

Statistic (D) Significance Statistic (W) Significance

T1A 0.227  <  10–3 0.796  <  10–3 Non-normal
E1A 0.535  <  10–3 0.302  <  10–3 Non-normal
T1B 0.150 0.031 0.943 0.051 Normal
E1B - - - - Normal
T2A 0.171 0.007 0.723  <  10–3 Non-normal
E2A 0.463  <  10–3 0.560  <  10–3 Non-normal
T2B 0.142 0.050 0.900 0.003 Non-normal
E2B 0.539  <  10–3 0.237  <  10–3 Non-normal
SUS1A 0.206  <  10–3 0.810  <  10–3 Non-normal
SUS1B 0.188 0.002 0.831  <  10–3 Non-normal
SUS2A 0.255  <  10–3 0.752  <  10–3 Non-normal
SUS2B 0.221  <  10–3 0.738  <  10–3 Non-normal
TLX1A 0.134 0.081 0.940 0.042 Non-normal
TLX1B 0.153 0.025 0.886 0.001 Non-normal
TLX2A 0.130 0.108 0.909 0.005 Non-normal
TLX2B 0.149 0.033 0.873  <  10–3 Non-normal
Number of samples = 38
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Table 5  Non-parametric paired Wilcoxon signed-rank tests. Time and errors. Group A vs group B

Dataset Median ± IQR Mean rank [neg., pos.] Rank sum [neg., pos.] Statistic (Z) Significance

T1A 27.000 ± 30.750 [21.21, 7.29] [615.00, 51.00] 4.431  <  10–3

T1B 16.500 ± 8.250
E1A 0.000 ± 0.000 [2.00, 0.00] [6.00, 0.00] 1.732 0.083
E1B 0.000 ± 0.000
T2A 21.500 ± 17.500 [8.30, 20.67] [41.50, 661.50] 4.680  <  10–3

T2B 12.000 ± 8.000
E2A 0.000 ± 0.250 [0.00, 4.50] [0.00, 36.00] 2.828 0.005
E2B 0.000 ± 0.000
Number of samples = 38

Table 6  Parametric paired t-tests. 
Time and errors. Group A vs 
group B

Dataset Mean ± SD Statistic (T) Significance

T1A 42.263 ± 34.913 4.397  <  10–3

T1B 18.158 ± 7.951
E1A 0.079 ± 0.273 1.781 0.083
E1B 0.000 ± 0.000
T2A 26.632 ± 19.838 4.629  <  10–3

T2B 14.132 ± 7.215
E2A 0.263 ± 0.503 3.141 0.003
E2B 0.053 ± 0.226
Number of samples = 38. Degrees of freedom = 37

Fig. 9  Box plot for the time variable
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signed-rank test (Table 8) shows that the difference between the models is significant for 
Task 1. In any case, both models exceed 79 points. This means that the whole AR appli-
cation lies within the good qualification [2, 8]. In addition, model B exceeds 90 points 
and model A for Task 2 exceeds 85. These lie within the excellent qualification.

A similar analysis can be done for the workload test. Table  9 shows the results of 
the NASA-TLX questionnaire in a 0–100 scale, where lower values mean lower work-
load. For Task 1, both mental and temporal demand, effort and frustration mean levels 
reported by users are clearly higher in the distance attenuation model, whereas perfor-
mance and physical demand are similar. For Task 2, the situation is similar, although 
the differences are smaller. It is worth noting that Task 1 was considered more men-
tally demanding, because overall mean levels of mental demand decrease in Task 2 with 
respect to Task 1. The mean value of all six NASA-TLX dimensions − where the perfor-
mance measure is subtracted from 100 before the mean is calculated, in order to harmo-
nize all six dimensions to the 0–100 scale − provides a clearer picture, since this value is 

Table 7  Results of the SUS test for both tasks and groups

Task 1 Task 2

Dataset Task 1-A
(distance only)

Task 1-B
(distance + angle)

Task 2-A
(distance only)

Task 2-B
(distance + angle)

SUS1 3.605 4.316 4.079 4.289
SUS2 2.158 1.342 1.421 1.342
SUS3 4.316 4.711 4.395 4.684
SUS4 1.868 1.605 1.632 1.421
SUS5 4.263 4.684 4.579 4.632
SUS6 1.842 1.263 1.474 1.342
SUS7 4.447 4.763 4.579 4.789
SUS8 1.553 1.289 1.579 1.211
SUS9 4.395 4.895 4.474 4.816
SUS10 1.684 1.316 1.684 1.342
SUS-Score 79.803 91.382 85.789 91.382
Number of samples = 38

Table 8  Non-parametric paired Wilcoxon signed-rank tests. SUS-Score. Group A vs group B

Dataset Median ± IQR Mean rank [neg., 
pos.]

Rank sum [neg., 
pos.]

Statistic (Z) Significance

SUS-Score A 
Task 1

86.25 ± 21.875 [14.14, 16.54] [99.00, 397.00] -2.930 0.003

SUS-Score B 
Task 1

95.00 ± 13.125

SUS-Score A 
Task 2

90.00 ± 13.750 [13.71, 17.45] [164.50, 331.50] -1.640 0.101

SUS-Score B 
Task 2

96.25 ± 13.125

Number of samples = 38
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much smaller for model B in both tasks. A paired Wilcoxon signed-rank test (Table 10) 
shows that the difference between the models is significant for both tasks.

Finally, we analyze the results of the final questionnaire by means of a one-tailed 
binomial test. This test allows us to understand if the proportion of choices for either of 
the models is significantly different than the expected a priori value (50%). As seen in 
Table 11, the new model is the chosen one for both tasks for questions Q2 (recommenda-
tion for AR), Q3 (usefulness in AR), Q4 (sound identification) and Q5 (attention focus). 
Q1 (overall preference) remains inconclusive, albeit there is a majority of people who pre-
fer the new model for both tasks.

5  Discussion

From the results of the objective and subjective data analyses, we can clearly see that the 
proposed new model is positively assessed and allows some tasks to be performed faster. 
Indeed, for both tasks, completion times are shorter for the directional model and the per-
ceived temporal demand is also lower than when the classical model is used. Therefore, we 
can confidently say that H1 is true, even for two simple tasks like the ones proposed in the 
experiment.

Table 9  Mean results of the NASA-TLX test for both tasks and groups

Task 1 Task 2

Dataset Task 1-A
(distance only)

Task 1-B
(distance + angle)

Task 2-A
(distance only)

Task 2-B
(distance + angle)

Mental demand 40.582 22.161 27.285 19.252
Physical demand 9.141 7.895 10.942 9.003
Temporal demand 26.870 11.773 22.992 13.296
Effort 31.579 16.482 24.792 18.421
Performance 79.501 88.504 83.102 89.474
Frustration 19.945 5.817 15.235 7.756
NASA-TLX (mean) 24.769 12.604 19.691 13.042
Number of samples = 38

Table 10  Non-parametric paired Wilcoxon signed-rank tests. NASA-TLX. Group A vs group B

Dataset Median ± IQR Mean rank [neg., 
pos.]

Rank sum [neg., 
pos.]

Statistic (Z) Significance

NASA-TLX A 
Task 1

22.807 ± 23.903 [18.48, 15.67] [536.00, 94.00] -3.620  <  10–3

NASA-TLX B 
Task 1

9.211 ± 15.351

NASA-TLX A 
Task 2

14.912 ± 23.904 [20.39, 12.21] [448.50, 146.50] -2.583 0.010

NASA-TLX B 
Task 2

9.211 ± 17.543

Number of samples = 38
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Regarding H2, users make fewer mistakes with the new model in Task 2 and feel more 
frustrated with the classical model. Thus, H2 could be considered partially true, although 
the amount of room for making mistakes in this AR application is really small, because the 
use cases are simple and there are very few choices to make. In fact, none of the partici-
pants made a single error in Task 2 with the new model. Time is a more reliable measure in 
this experiment.

Regarding H3, the binomial tests for Q4 and Q5 leave no room for doubt. Users clearly 
feel that better sound identification and attention focus is achieved with the new model. 
The open-ended questions Q6 and Q7 also explain why the new model is preferred for 
these tasks. Here we list some of the answers to Q6: “because you can hear it more clearly 
with model B”, “because the sounds are further apart and easier to be distinguished with 
model B”, “in model A sounds overlapped too much”. With respect to Q7, some people 
did not know exactly what was going on and were unable to tell the difference between 
the models: “not many”, “I did not see much of a difference, but I found model B easier”, 
whereas other participants did notice a difference: “when I pointed at an object with model 
A, I could hear two sounds if I got too close, and I had the feeling that the device was not 
picking it up properly. This did not happen with model B”, “using model A you had to be 
really focused on the task because the sounds were mixed”, “with model A the sounds were 
rather mixed throughout the task, while with model B each sound had its own space”.

Regarding H4, the usability tests and the NASA-TLX also point in the same direction: 
the new model is, generally speaking, more usable and needs less workload on the part of 
the users. Thus, H4 can be considered true, according to the data. Usability is significantly 
increased for Task 1 and the new model obtains a very high score (91.382), whereas for 
Task 2 the difference between the models is not statistically significant but only the new 
model obtains a SUS score that is higher than 90 points. The fact that the usability tests 
obtain such high scores for both models reinforces the validity of the results because they 
are obtained from a tool that is perceived positively.

Workload is significantly reduced for both tasks when the new model is used. In fact, for 
Task 1 the NASA-TLX index is halved with respect to the classical one. Regarding the six 
workload dimensions, mental and temporal demand, effort and frustration levels are lower 
with the new model, but the differences are smaller in Task 2. This is probably because 

Table 11  Binomial tests for the two-choice questions

Task Question Model A
(distance only)

Model B
(distance + angle)

Binomial p-value

Task 1 Q1 16 (42.1%) 22 (57.9%) 0.209
Q2 8 (21.1%) 30 (78.9%)  <  10–3

Q3 8 (21.1%) 30 (78.9%)  <  10–3

Q4 4 (10.5%) 34 (89.5%)  <  10–3

Q5 8 (21.1%) 30 (78.9%)  <  10–3

Task 2 Q1 14 (36.8%) 24 (63.2%) 0.072
Q2 12 (31.6%) 26 (68.4%) 0.017
Q3 13 (34.2%) 25 (65.8%) 0.036
Q4 6 (15.8%) 32 (84.2%)  <  10–3

Q5 11 (28.9%) 27 (71.1%) 0.007
Number of samples = 38
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Task 2 was easier for the participants. The amount of time they needed to complete Task 
1 was higher than for Task 2, which reaffirms this idea. In fact, both tasks are not physi-
cally challenging and are relatively easy to accomplish. This is why physical demand and 
performance are not particularly affected by the choice of model. The differences between 
Task 1 and Task 2 can also be analyzed in terms of the width of the attenuation zone. In 
Task 1, the attenuation zone is larger because the exponent is twice the value as in Task 
2. Therefore, the differences between the classical attenuation model and the new one are 
more evident in Task 1. We argue that this is the reason why there are greater differences 
(in usability and workload) between the two models for Task 1 than for Task 2.

The fact that the results of questions Q2 (recommendation for AR) and Q3 (usefulness 
in AR) show a significant difference in favor of the new model is consistent with the rest of 
the results and points out that the new model is the recommended one and is perceived as 
more useful than the classical one.

Overall, the new model is positively assessed and can be seen as a generalization of 
the classical distance-based attenuation. In fact, setting up the cutoff angle to 180º degrees 
–which makes the cone omnidirectional– and the exponent to a very small value makes 
the two models equivalent. An interesting question, which is difficult to answer, is if the 
suitability of using the new method could generalize to most AR environments, especially 
to environments that are very different from the one tested. The answer probably depends 
on two factors: (i) the need of achieving sound isolation or sound identification and (ii) the 
number of simultaneous sound sources. In tasks where sound identification/isolation is not 
necessary, limiting the hearing range of the listener could be counterproductive. However, 
not doing so could also lead to an unintelligible combination of sounds that is no different 
from noise, turning sound into a nuisance rather than a perceptual cue. Most AR applica-
tions combine several virtual objects and it is often important to identify which virtual 
object is producing a particular sound. Therefore, it is not difficult to imagine that this 
model could be useful in a wide range of situations, let alone knowing that it is a gen-
eralization of the classical one. Of course, this would depend on the number of sources 
and their spatial density. For instance, there could be situations in which a single source is 
present, the sound could come from behind and it would be important to be able to hear it. 
Thus, the proposed model may not be necessary for AR environments with very few sound 
sources or with sound sources that are not likely to overlap, but it can be of great help in 
complex environments in which filtering the amount of perceptual cues perceived by the 
user could be the difference between success and failure. In any case, it is beneficial to 
have an alternative model that demonstrates a potential for greater efficiency than the usual 
distance-based attenuation model typically found in multimedia creation environments.

6  Conclusions and further work

Sound is often given a marginal role in AR systems and when is implemented, it is gener-
ally assumed that the traditional distance attenuation model is the most intuitive and useful 
system for all users and cases. In this paper, we challenge this assumption and propose 
an attenuation model in which the listener orientation is also considered. We call this a 
directional attenuation model. In order to test the new proposed model, we have developed 
an AR application that involves visual and sound stimuli and we have created two tasks 
in which a user needs to identify a specific sound while multiple sound sources placed at 
different locations coexist. We hypothesize that users will need less time and will make 
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fewer errors when trying to recognize the position of a sound with the new model. We also 
hypothesize that users will be better able to focus their attention with the new model, and 
that usability and workload will be improved.

A total of 38 persons were asked to perform these two tasks with the two models to test 
the hypotheses. Objective and subjective measures were collected and analyzed, including 
usability and workload data. Our experiments show that the proposed model provides bet-
ter workload for the tested tasks, requiring less time and effort, allowing users to explore 
the AR environment more easily and intuitively. Therefore, we conclude that the proposed 
model could be useful in AR applications in which several sounds coexist and need to be 
identified. In addition, given that the proposed model can be seen as a generalization of 
the classical distance-based attenuation model, and the computational load of the new pro-
posed model is low, there are few reasons not to include this model in future AR systems, 
even if multiple sound sources are not present. The model could also be useful in Virtual 
Reality (VR) environments, since the underlying working assumptions and the spatial con-
straints can be similar. In this regard, our model aims at AR/VR applications in which 
an effective functional virtual acoustic reality (i.e., one that is functional for the deployed 
purpose of navigating a virtual environment, relaying audio information to users, etc.) is 
needed, and not at applications where the simulated sound must be physically realistic.

The study has also some limitations. First, during the experimental assessment we did 
not track the user’s head but the camera of the mobile device. While we can assume that 
the user is looking at the display and keeps the same orientation as the device, it is true that 
the viewing direction refers to the camera and not to the user, and thus the attenuation of 
sound is applied according to the camera rather than the user. We did this because we did 
not want the setup to be too complex, so that the participants would be quickly familiar 
with the use of the tool. Indeed, this interaction metaphor –where users move the device 
to detect virtual sound–, has been described before in [23]. They proposed a system called 
AudioTorch, also demonstrating that it allows quick orientation and easy discrimination 
between proximate sources.

A similar experiment could be setup with an optical see-through AR device, such as 
Microsoft HoloLens 2 or Magic Leap One. With these immersive devices, the user will 
keep the same orientation as the device and the user experience could be more consist-
ent. Therefore, it is not unlikely that the benefits of the new model will increase if this 
limitation is not present. The second limitation comes from the fact that we tested the 
system with a stereo setup, using headphones and the user was expected to move on the 
floor plane. Nevertheless, it is important to emphasize that the proposed model is three-
dimensional as it calculates the attenuation in 3D, both in terms of distance and angle; i.e. 
the effects of sound attenuation with respect to the listener position and direction are calcu-
lated in 3D, not assuming that the listener moves on a plane.

Our future work will revolve around four main areas. First, we will incorporate HRTF 
into our system. We also hope to develop new tasks in order to test the proposed in a wide 
range of AR-related practical situations. It would also be interesting to perform a compre-
hensive analysis of the effects of the parameters (cutoff, exponent) in the usability of the 
proposed model. Finally, we plan to test the new model in different AR paradigms, such as 
see-through AR or spatial AR, and also in VR applications.
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